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Miriam Angress has edited a book that crosses boundaries. I am grateful for her courage. I am grateful to Judith Hoover and Liz Smith for
correcting and clarifying my prose. Elizabeth Spearing translated Julian of Norwich from Julian’s English to my own. I am grateful for
her expertise. Shannon Gayk told me reading Julian is important.
Professor Gayk also recommended more readings about vernacular
theology. Elizabeth Spearing and Shannon Gayk prompted me to ask
librarians at Duke University for more essays about this period. I am
grateful to every librarian at Duke who made this book possible. Eliza
beth Benson, Judith Heyhoe, and David Lott read the manuscript and
helped me to write in the vernacular. Mariya Paykova Tivnan taught
me the difference. Liturgy does not respect boundaries of past and
present. David Lott read the manuscript and helped me convey the
present and past of liturgy. Students at Duke Divinity School, University of Virginia, Point Loma, and Princeton Seminary helped me discern how best to teach Julian. Robert C. Lyons wrote a close reading
of Julian in 2000 that helped me decide to teach her works as long as
I have words to speak. Silas Barber and Amanda Smith listened as I
sorted out what most matters. Lillian Daniel and J. Kameron Carter
reminded me to preach. Rachel and Emily inspire every word I write.
I now dedicate this book to my parents. This is long overdue. Dear

Carol Tisdale Hall and Robert Edward Hall, I love you. You were my
mom and dad. You are now Cookie and Pop to Emily, Rachel, and my
beloved nephews. You taught me to read words closely, to love real
people, to be brave, to sing hymns even when I do not have the spirit
in me, and always to risk the truth.
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